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This March saw the return of one of my
favorite series on Netflix; House of Cards.

s the drama in fictional Washington continues to build to a climax during their
presidential election cycle, there is a
separate arc focused on a fictitious search
engine called Pollyhop. It’s a Google-like
company that is accused of being manipulated to show one candidate in a very positive light in order to sway public opinion.
While the series is fictional, there are accusations floating around the real world that
an organization called Groundwork, backed
by one of Google’s founders, is working

to put Hillary Clinton in the Whitehouse.  
Some people believe that search engines
display unbiased results based on our keywords. The reality is that there is a whole
science dedicated to gaming search results
based on a secret ranking algorithm that
gets combined with your personal searching
preferences. Think about your most recent
searching expedition. Did you pull the information you sought from the top five results
displayed or did you actually go to a second,
third or deeper page for what you wanted?

If you are like most people, a large portion
of the informational diet that makes up your
reality comes from the top search results on
page one.

BIAS IN HUMANS
When it comes to political views, debate rarely changes minds—it often leads to people
simply becoming more entrenched in their
own beliefs. Exploring the arguments of multiple sources with opposing perspectives and
fact checking each might continued on next page
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be a real step on the path to “truth.” A honed
awareness of the bias present in all human beings and inseparable from their spoken and
written messages might be helpful as well.
But who has time for that? We tend to associate with people who think like we do,
we choose to obtain news from sources that
present it in a fashion we prefer and we gravitate toward things that match our internal
sense of self.  
Companies like Google know this and they
customize your experience. If you’ve never
seen Malcolm Gladwell’s TED talk entitled,
“Choice, happiness and spaghetti sauce,” 1
do yourself a favor and check it out. In this
talk, the famed economist discusses how our
happiness with a product can be improved
through clustering desires. It’s the reason why
there are more than thirty varieties of spaghetti sauce on your neighborhood shelf and
it will explain the psychology behind why
you receive more happiness (or economic
utility) from things that fit within your rosecolored world.

SEARCH BIAS
Google uses powerful algorithms to present
searchers with information based on its vast
catalogue of the web. Here’s the interesting
part of these algorithms—they are secret.
With Google being the most popular search
engine, everyone wants to find a way to get
their results to the top of the list. There’s ample research that demonstrates our general
laziness and trust with Google, which means
that careful positioning of results has the
ability to make massive differences in product sales, or even sway public opinion.2 The
Google algorithm changes often, so individuals wanting to obtain (or retain) that top spot

must constantly tweak online presence to remain on the top of the stack for their searches. It’s not a simple task. Google will take into
account things you have clicked on, searched
for or generally browsed and further customize the results and advertisements for you. As
an example, I’m a huge fan of the spaghetti
sauce talk, and I only had to type in spaghetti
before Big Brother Google suggested the TED
talk I was looking for.   
Here’s an example you can try. Open up
Google, type “Comcast” in the search box and
hit enter. Now, with the result list up, click on
“Images.” See if you find anything interesting
on that page. Those interesting results come
from a Reddit thread that is purposely manipulating the results to bring undesired iconography in the same window as a Comcast
logo. This was done by a bunch of guys who
just wanted to prove a point. Now imagine if
someone wanted to impact the outcome of
something as important as an election. Can
the results be gamed? Yes. Google can shape
your opinions on things from what you buy,
who you associate with and the political candidate you might back.
Robert Epstein’s article, The New Mind
Control,3 describes timely research that
shows how Google’s page ranking can in
fact influence someone’s political opinion.
In his study, he found that 75 percent of the
subjects he sampled didn’t even realize they
were looking at biased search results, and that
a fake or skewed candidate’s approval rating
increased by more than 48 percent based on
a front page result. When Epstein conducted
experimentation in India, the results were
even more shocking. At some point, many
people decided that searching the Internet
just got easier because the things we wanted
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were always returned on the front page. Just
as significantly, many people are unaware that
the results for two different people searching
for the same thing will be different.
Here’s a fun thing you can do. Pick a political topic that you are passionate about for
which you have done some internet research.
You probably have your opinion quite well
framed. Now, using that same search engine,
see if you can find sites that describe the opposing view. Use the most generic term possible (not one with bias in it) such as “Second
Amendment” or “entitlements.” Do the results
you see present all sides of the issue on the first
page or are they heavily colored to your shade
of rose? It’s not because your perspective is
secretly the world’s dominant perspective.

MANIPULATING PUBLIC OPINION
Any time you have an election there are always accusations of questionable things happening during the campaign. It starts with
mudslinging and can end up as serious as
accusations of voter fraud. Elections to public offices is a high-stakes game and the candidates who vie for those spots play to win.
Campaign teams employ lots of techniques
during the game, such as Obama’s use of Data
Scientists to figure out how to raise money
and propel him into a second term3. Leveraging math to understand the most important
counties to campaign in is a useful technique
to maximize a candidate’s time in the field,
but deliberately manipulating public opinion
through search results isn’t.
Much like the Comcast example above, the
actions of the few have the potential to affect
the masses. Whether it’s a group of internet
trolls or something more subtle (and probably more effective.) For example, the internet
that Americans currently access has a lot of
openness and freeness-information can generally be freely uploaded without censorship
or control, but it can’t be accessed or found
without censorship and control. Users with
the intent of shaping public opinion know
this and can be successful after a few hours
creating lots of fake accounts on sites such as
Twitter, setting up a few informational websites, and perhaps doctoring a few Fox News
screenshot to make things seem official4.
What would happen if an organization

with a strategic or political agenda leveraged
data science capabilities combined with
targeted manipulation of search results and
a subtle but effective spread of misinformation? Is this currently being done? How much
of our reality is crafted for us? If they knew
that an election could be won by targeting
voters in 200 counties spread across America,
would it be possible to leverage something
like doctored search results to achieve their
goals?
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Most of you are aware that bias exists everywhere you look. Few people are unable to
point out examples of it in the nightly news
when it opposes their own. Google’s searching algorithms are part of Google’s intellectual property or their “secret sauce.” Changes
to the secret sauce lead to changes in how
information is displayed to those using the
service. In the case of Epstein’s research in
India, someone wanting to sway public opinion would get a huge return on their resulthacking investment by targeting a community who doesn’t realize the results are gamed.
So, perhaps, replicating Epstein’s research
in swing states to figure out which kinds of
people are viable for swaying and would cast
their vote for the desired candidate could dramatically impact the outcome of a standard
election process.
That doesn’t mean that new powers of
“oversight” and regulation would necessarily solve the problem without creating other
problems of equal magnitude. Perhaps the
best solution is inoculation of the public by
exposing the techniques, and hyper vigilance
for evidence of these endeavors.The day that
every person on the street understands how
this is done and can describe an example of
it, may be the day that the weapon has been
largely neutralized. 3

NOTES

3. Ibid.
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